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(Vibratory Plow cont'd.)
a strong indication you'd better vary the plow frequency!

Constant checking of the plow depth is very important as
drifting up and down is common. The larger the pipe that is
pulled the more important it is to keep as straight a line as possi-
ble. Too much friction may cause the tires to spin, the chain
to break or the finger to slip off if ground speed is not reduced.
If you become disconnected you have to dig it up and re-connect.
This problem shouldn't occur once you get the feel of the
machine.

When plowing from one trench to the next, as the plow blade
nears the open area, ground speed is reduced and plow frequency
is carefully observed so damage to the shaker box does not oc-
cur when the plow breaks through into the trench. When the
run is completed, the finger is removed and the pipe is tapped
back into the gasket fitting in the previous trench. Pipe ends
were beveled, lubed, and carefully inserted into the slip fittings
to prevent damage to the gasket. 1V2 " pipe could usually be
slide through the ground by hand, but the larger pipe needed
to be tapped by a sledge, with a board over the pipe end to pre-
vent damage. Once the crew got the system down the process
went quickly. Two holes can be completed in a week, valves,
thrust blocks and all.

Pulling in 2%" and smaller pipe definately worked for us
and is cutting the project time considerably with a minimum
of ground disturbance. Talk to others who have worked with
vibratory plows, pulling pipe may also fit your needs.
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1049 Somerset SI. Somerset, N·J 08873 (201) 247-8000

The dawn of a better technology.
FLOWABLE.

Cleary's 3336 Systemic Fungicide has earned your confidence In
the prevention and control of dollar spot and 6 other major
diseases Today WA Cleary announces the development of
3336-F. the first systemic In flowable form Flowables are Simpler
and safer tor the user to handle Need little aqitation Will not clog
spray nozzles Offer a uniform particle distribution for excellt~nt
availability to the plant Cleary's new 3336-F FLOWABLE.
Now available at application cost less than systemic wettable
powders

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR CONTACT

MAGeS Survey
In response to the question in the MAGCS Survey concern-

ing golf cart maintenance responsibilities we received the follow-
ing answers:
A. At the private equity owned clubs there were 9
superintendents who were responsible for golf cart maintenance
and 29 who were not. There was only 1 superintendent who
was compensated for this additional responsibility.
B. In the privately owned and resort course group there were
10 responses and none of the superintendents were responsible
for golf cart maintenance.
C. I the municipal, park district, and forest preserve group there
were 3 responses and these were also negative.

In response to the question of the employer providing a vehicle
we received the following answers:
A. At the private equity owned clubs there were 31
superintendents who were provided a vehicle and 7 who were
not. Of those vehicles 24 were trucks and 7 were automobiles.
B. In the privately owned and resort course group there were
12 superintendents who were provided trucks and 1 superinten-
dent that was not provided a vehicle.
C. In the municipal, park district, and forest preserve group
there were 5 superintendents who were provided trucks and 8
superintendents who were not provided a vehicle.

It should be noted that in a number of cases where the
superintendent was not provided a vehicle he was given a vehicle
allowance.

MAGCS Survey Committee

Mott Flail Mowers
• Renovating.
• De-thatching.
• Plug breaking.
• Mowing.
• Leaf Mulching.
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Southern golf course superintendents have
known for years that the Mott's versatility went
beyond mowing. Now It's your turn.

Call us for a demonstration IIIMartin Implement Sale., Inc.
16400 South 104th Avenue
Orland Park, IL 60462

I 31 2·349·8430
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